Infection Control Products Price List
Product ID/Description

Label

Units

Quantity

Price

Preventing Infection Posters

Laminated: Color poster with gloss lamination on both sides and adhesive mounting squares.
HWP-182-1620L: 16 x 20” Poster

Each

HWP-182-2436L: 24 x 36” Poster

Each

Minimum Order 6 Posters

6 to 12
13 to 20
21+
6 to 12
13 to 20
21+

$24.44
$22.00
$19.55
$47.16
$42.44
$37.72

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

HealthTex: Repositionable Adhesive Fabric:
Color poster printed on our exclusive HealthTex™ adhesive fabric. It’s waterproof and tearproof
and features repositionable adhesive that will never lose its ability to stick. Plus it won’t damage
paint or wood and can be used both indoors and out.
6 to 12

HWP-182-1620F: 16 x 20” Poster

$25.66

21+
6 to 12
13 to 20
21+

$22.81

Best
Value!

HWP-182-2436F: 24 x 36” Poster

$28.51

Each 13 to 20

Each

Minimum Order 6 Posters

$53.15
$47.83
$42.52

Poster

Educate

Training Card

Reinforce

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

Laminated and Mounted:
Color poster mounted to 3/16” white foam core with a laminated crystal matte finish. Poster
includes adhesive mounting squares. Framing is also available - call for details and pricing.
6 to 12

HWP-182-1620M: 16 x 20” Poster

HWP-182-2436M: 24 x 36” Poster

$36.15

Each 13 to 20

$32.54

21+
6 to 12
13 to 20
21+

$28.92

Each

Minimum Order 6 Posters

$70.21
$63.19
$56.17

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

Button

Promote

Label

Remind

Label
5 x 7” color label printed on permanent adhesive vinyl gloss lamination and rounded corners.
25 to 75

HWL-190: Hand Washing Label

Each 76 to 150
151 +

Minimum Order 25 labels

$2.25

ea.
ea.
$1.91 ea.
$2.02

Button
2-1/4” full-color button with bull-dog clip
HWB-180-BDC: “I Wash Because I Care” Button
Minimum Order 25 Buttons

25 to 75
Each 76 to 150
151 +

$2.18

24 to 149

$0.52

ea.
$1.96 ea.
$1.75 ea.

3-1/3” full-color gloss label
HWBL-185: “I Wash Because I Care” Labels

Each 150 to 349
350 +

Minimum Order 24 Labels

Help reduce the risk of health care associated
infections by reminding staff to wash their
hands before and after each patient.
þ Using our label helps comply with CDC hand hygiene guidelines
þ Each label features:
n
n
n
n

Full color printing with an engaging design
Gloss lamination for easy cleaning
Radial corners to prevent peeling during cleaning
Printed on vinyl to prevent mold growth in moist environments

þ Convenient and inexpensive - put over every sink in your hospital or clinic

ea.
ea.
$0.42 ea.
$0.47

Training Card
HWC-181: Hand Washing 101 Training Card
Minimum Order 25 Cards

$1.30

ea.
$1.17 ea.
$1.04 ea.

Button & Training Card Set
Our Button and Training Card packaged as a set
HWS-183: “I Wash Because I Care”
Button & Training Card Set

SAVE

15%

Minimum Order 25 Sets

Set

25 to 75

$2.96

ea.

76 to 150

$2.66

ea.

151 +

$2.37

ea.
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Prices subject to change without notice. This price list is effective as of June, 2005

20,000 deaths in the U.S. each year. Approximately 10% of
American hospital patients (about 2 million every year)
acquire a clinically significant nosocomial infection.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) has
been heightening the awareness that a nosocomial infection, resulting in death
or permanent injury/loss of function, should be treated as a sentinel event.
As a result, JCAHO surveyors are now looking for evidence that health care facilities
are aggressively focused on decreasing nosocomial infections – our tools help to
demonstrate your commitment to Infection Control.

Our Infection Control Campaign provides;

þ Great tools to increase staff, patients’, and visitors’ awareness of infection control
þ Illustrations that remind and internalize infection control techniques for everyone

4-1/4 x 11” full-color training card printed on 2 sides with door-hanger die-cut
25 to 75
Each 76 to 150
151 +

Nosocomial infections are responsible for approximately

þ Graphic tools for staff to help insure compliance with JCAHO’s National Patient
Safety Goals for Infection Control

þ A great reminder of the CDC’s hand washing guidelines

Poster
Educate staff,
patients, and
visitors on the
importance of hand
washing with our
Preventing
Infection Poster
Our Preventing Infection
Poster helps to break the
cycle of infection by educating every
possible source of a hospital
acquired infection. It creates
within the organization a
Culture of Infection Control
Awareness.

Button &
Training Card

Our poster not only educates
doctors and
nurses (who have a better
understand of
hospital infections), but also
the many other individuals
who have contact with
patients and who may directly or indirectly serve as a reservoir for infection.

Train Your Staff and Promote
a Culture of Infection Control
Awareness with our Button
and Training Card.
Our 2-1/4” hand washing button is
printed in full-color and features a
bulldog clip so that it can be easily
attached to a identification badge or
uniform lapel. The button is a great tool to get
an “emotional” buy in from your staff. When they
wear the button they are making a “promise” to
their patients “I Wash Because I Care”.

Patients who forget to wash their hands after using the bathroom, well intended and helpful visitors, staff from
dietary and any other number of other individuals who may have direct or indirect contact with patients can benefit
from this educational tool. This poster is a an ongoing reminder that hand washing is important.

Our full-color posters are available in 2 sizes: 16 x 20” and 24 x 36”and can be purchased with 3 different finishes:

1

Color poster gloss
laminated on both
sides with adhesive
mounting squares.

Laminated and Mounted:

HealthTex: Repositionable Adhesive Fabric:

Laminated:

HealthTex™

2

Color poster printed on our exclusive
adhesive
fabric. It’s waterproof and tearproof and features repositionable adhesive that will never lose its ability to stick. Plus it
won’t damage paint or wood and can be used both
Best
indoors and out.

Value!

3

Color poster mounted to 3/16” white
foam core with a laminated crystal
matte finish. Poster includes adhesive mounting squares. Framing is
also available.

Our Hand Washing 101 Training Card is printed in fullcolor on two sides and is designed to reinforce good
hand washing techniques. This card is die-cut so that it
can be displayed on the door handle of every exam and
hospital room, bathroom, and utility room. As a result,
hand washing is continuously reinforced. This card is
also ideal for staff in nutritional services, housekeeping,
and other departments that can benefit from a reminder
to wash their hands.

Button shown
attached to
training card.

